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Abstract 

General methods for the estimation of distributions can be derived from approx
imations of certain information measures. For example, both the maximum like
lihood (ML) method and the maximum spacing (MSP) method can be obtained 
from approximations of t he Kuliback-Leibler information. The ideas behind the 
MSP method, whereby an estimation method for continuous univariate distri
butions is obtained from an approximation based on spacings of an information 
measure, were used by Ranneby and Ekström (1997) (using simple spacings) 
and Ekström (1997) (using high order spacings) to obtain a class of e stimation 
methods, called generalized maximum spacing (GMSP) methods. In the present 
paper, GMSP methods will be shown to give consistent estimates under general 
conditions, comparable to those of Bahadur (1971) for the ML method, and those 
of S hao and Hahn (1996) for the MSP method. In particular, it will be shown 
that GMSP methods give Ll consistent estimates in any family of distributions 
with unimodal densities, without any further conditions on the distributions. 
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1 Introduction 
The most frequently used general estimation method is that of m aximum likeli
hood (ML). In Cheng and Amin (1983), and independently in Ranneby (1984), 
an alternative to the ML method, the maximum spacing (MSP) method, is intro
duced to estimate finite dimensional parameters in continuous univariate distri
butions. Ranneby based the method on an approximation of the Kullback-Leibler 
information, using simple spacings. The MSP-method is appealing since it gives 
estimators that have asymptotic properties closely parallel to ML-estimators. 
Moreover the MSP-method works also in situations where the ML-method breaks 
down, e.g. for three parameter Weibull and gamma distributions, mixtures of 
continuous distributions and "heavy-tailed" continuous distributions. 

Ranneby (1984) raises the question as to whether it is possible to obtain better 
methods by approximations of information measures other than the Kullback-
Leibler information, such as the Hellinger distance. In Ranneby and Ekström 
(1997) a class of estimation methods, called generalized maximum spacing (GMSP) 
methods, is derived from approximations based on simple spacings of so called <j>-
divergences (introduced by Csiszàr (1963)). See also Ghosh and Jammalamadaka 
(1996) for closely related ideas. Note that information measures such as the 
Kullback-Leibler information, the Jeffreys divergence and the Hellinger distance, 
all are (^-divergences or functions of a ^divergence. Under particular regularity 
conditions Ghosh and Jammalamadaka (1996) show that GMSP-estimates (based 
on simple spacings) are asymptotically normal and that the lower bo und in the 
Cramér-Rao inequality is reached only for the GMSP-method obtained from the 
approximation of the Kullback-Leibler information, i.e. the MSP-method. On 
the other hand, when the regularity conditions do not hold, e.g. the three pa
rameter Weibull model, Ghosh and Jammalamadaka show in a simulation study 
that GMSP-methods other than the MSP-method can perform better in terms 
of mean square error. Moreover, the performance of GMSP-estimators can be 
improved by the use of high order spacings, see Ekström (1997). 

In this paper strong consistency theorems will be given for GMSP-estimators 
under general conditions comparable to those of Bahadur (1971) for ML-estimators 
and of S hao and Hahn (1996) for MSP-estimators. In section 2 results will b e 
given for GMSP-estimators by the use of simple spacings. These results include 
a theorem for families of distributions with unimodal densities, where the es
timator of the underlying unimodal density will be shown to be Ll consistent, 
without any further conditions on the model. In section 3, estimators based on 
approximations of the Kullback-Leibler information using high order spacings are 
considered«, Such estimators, using spacings of fixed order, have previously been 
studied by Roeder (1990) and Ekström (1997b). Here we will look at the case 
when the order is allowed to increase to infinity with the sample size« 
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2 Consistency results for GMSP-estimates us
ing simple spacings 

For each probability measure P, from a given family V of probability measures 
dominated by the Lebesgue measure /x, the density and distribution functions 
will be denoted fp and Fp> respectively. 

Suppose that £1,fn is an i.i.d. sample from PQÇLV and that the aim is to 
estimate the unknown P0. Let —oo = £(0) < f(i) < ... < £(n) < £(n+i) = oo denote 
the ordered values. 

The GMSP-estimator of PQ7  as defined in Ranneby and Ekström (1997), is 
any probability measure P in V that maximizes 

where is some suitable concave function on if1". This class of estimators are de
rived from approximations of Csiszax's ^divergences ($ = — <£), e.g. ^(rc ) = log x 
and 9(x) = —11 — y/x\2 give estimators based on the Kullback-Leibler informa
tion and the Hellinger distance respectively. 

Example: Assume that Po € the class of all probability measures domi
nated by /i. Then, for any concave function any probability measure Pytfl € P, 
with a corresponding distribution function satisfying F«,n(f(t)) = i/(n +1), 
0 < i < n + 1, is a GMSP-estimate. Since supr€Ä |F^in(x) — Fn(x)| < l/(n + l), 
where Fn is the empirical distribution function, it follows by the Glivenko-Cantelli 
Theorem that converges weakly to the true underlying distribution Fp 0. 

Since the GMSP-estimator does not necessarily exist (s\ipPeV is not 
necessarily attained for any P G V) we define the asymptotic GMSP-estimate 

As the strong law of large numbers is a cornerstone in Wald's (1949) classical 
proof of strong consistency of the ML-estimator for the general case, the following 
two limit theorems play significant roles in the proof of stro ng consistency of the 
(asymptotic) GMSP-estimator. 

For later references we s tate some assumptions used in these two limit theo
rems here: 

Assumption A\: The true underlying density /p0(-) is right-continuous /i-

almost everywhere. 

Assumption A<i\ The function \P(J), i € Ä+, satisfies the following conditions: 

s,'n(p) " ÎTT ̂  * ((» + >) (*>«(*.») - *>(&>))) . 

A A 
Py,n € V for all n, such that 
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(i) is strictly concave, 

(ii) 1$r+(f)/t -¥ 0 as t -> c», where V+(t) = max(0, ^(<)), 

(iii) ®(<) is either equal to log t or is bounded from below. 

Theorem 1 Let £1,£n be a seq uence of i.i.d. random variables with de nsity 
function fp 0. Suppose that assumption A2 is va lid. Then 

lim 5»,n{P0) =• f V {x)e-Xdx. 
n-foo x ' Jji 

Theorem 2 Let be a seq uence of i.i.d, random variables wit h densit y 
function fp0. Suppose that assump tions A \, A2(i) and A2(ii) are va lid. Then, 
for any finite uni on of interv als X and any finite mea sure Q dominated by the 
Lebesgue meas ure FI, with fç(x) = ^(x) and FQ(X) = fl00fQ{x)dx, almost 
surely, 

where Jx = {j : [£(,), £(j+i)] Ç J,0 < J < n} andp.(x,y) = fp0(x)e~yf^x\ y> 0. 

Let S be the space of all subprobability measures on the real line endowed 
with the topology of vague convergence. A sequence {Qn} in S converges vaguely 
to Q € Sy written Qn A Q, if for all continuous real valued functions h on 
the real line with compact support, h(x)dQn(x) -> h(x)dQ(x), n -> ooe 

With this definition of convergence, S becomes a metrizable, compact, topological 
space (see Bauer (1972)). Let d be a distance function on S x S such that, for 
any sequence {Qn} in S and Q € 5, d(Qn,Q) —• 0, as n -> oo, if and only if 
Qn A Q j as n oo. Let V be the closure of V in S. This makes V a compact 
space. 

For any Q € V and any positive r, let 

gQ(x, r) = sup {fp(x) :PeV, d{Q, P) < r) . 

As in Bahadur (1971), V will be called a "suitable compactification" of V if 
£ç(x,r), Q £ Vy is measurable for all r > 0 and if 7Q(X) = lim^o^Q^r) satisfies 
JR1Q(X)^X ^ 1- This implies that 7g(x) = fq(x) a.e. for all Q E V. As noted 
by Bahadur, if Q G V \ V, then 7q is not necessarily a version of ^(x) and the 
subprobability Q may not even be dominated by /i. 

Consistency of will be proved under assumptions A\^ A2 and the follow
ing additional three assumptions: 
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Assumption A3: V is a "suitable compactification" of V. 

As noted by Bahadur (1971), assumption A3 is independent of th e metric of, 
i.e. it holds with some choice of d if a nd only if it holds for every choice. 

Assumption A4: For each Q E V \ V, /z {x : 7Q ( X )  ̂  fp0(x)} > 0. 

Assumption A$: For any Q € P, 

Äo ri?P° (ix : 3Q(^r) > M}) = 0. 

For a discussion on assumptions A3-A5, in comparison with classical regu
larity conditions for consistency of ML-estimators, see Shao and Hahn (1996). 
The following t hree theorems generalize results of Sha o and Hahn (1996), who 
considered the special case \?(t) = logt. 

Theorem 3 Let £1, ...,£n be i.i.d. random variables according to Po in V, a class 
of pro bability me asures on R dominated by th e Lebesgue m easure. Then, under 
assumptions A\-A$, any sequence {i^n} is consistent, that is d(Pytn,Po) ̂ 4' 0 as 
n —ï 00. 

Theorem 4 Under the assumptions of Theo rem 3, ifV\V is a closed set, then 
with pro bability 1 a GMSP-estimator exist s for all su fficiently la rge n, and any 
GMSP-estimator sequence is consistent. 

Proof. The proof for the special case \P(f) = logt is given in Shao and Hahn 
(1996). The proof for the general case is almost identical (a slight change of 
notation is needed and the reference to Theorem 3.1 in Shao and Hahn (1996) 
should be changed to Theorem 3 above). • 

Theorem 5 Let be i.i.d . random variables wit h density fp0, Po € V, 
where V is a family of probability m easures with unimodal dens ities. Then, un
der assumption A2, any asym ptotic GMSP-estimator is consistent for fp 0 in Ll 

distance, i.e. 

JR ~ /«»(*)!dx °> as n °°-

3 Consistency results for GMSP-estimates us
ing high order spacings, where the order of 
the spacings is allowed to increase to infinity 

The notation of the previous section will be used unless otherwise stated. The 
GMSP-estimator of Po, as defined in Ekström (1997b), will be considered, i.e. 
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any probability measure P G V that maximizes 

where m is a positive integer that may depend on n, and where is some suitable 
concave function. By the use of high order spacings, "better" approximations of 
Csiszar's ^-divergences can be obtained, indeed in Ekström (1997b) it was found 
that for many choices of \P, high order spacings give better estimators, e.g. in 
terms of robustness and lower variance. Previously only fixed values of m have 
been considered, but here we will look at the case where the order m of the spac
ings is allowed to increase to infinity with the sample size. However we will restrict 
attention to the particular case ®(x) = logx, i.e. to GMSP-estimators based on 
approximations of the Kuliback-Leibler information. In Roeder (1990) second-
order spacings were recommended (when *P(:r) = logs). She found through 
simulations that the second-order spacings are more robust to near ties, as ex
pected, and that the estimators based on second-order spacings performed as well 
as those based on simple spacings. No advantage to letting the order of spacings 
tend to infinity when \P(a;) = logrr is presently known, so this section is merely 
of theoretical interest. 

Define, for PgP, 

= Ì "~ff log (ïii (*>({(;+».)) - fl»C£w))) • (1) 

Since the GMSP-estimate does not necessarily exist, we def ine the asymptotic 
GMSP-estimator P^mn^ € V for all n, satisfying 

lim S£mn) (PjTn)) °> lim S<mn)(P0) 
n -f oo ^ ' n—too 

°= nlim(^(mn) - logmn), (2) 

where t/>(x) = ^ log r(x) is the digamma function and where {mn} is a nonde-
creasing sequence of positive integers such that ran = o(n). The equality in (2) 
follows from an application of Th eorem 1 in Ekström (1997a). We add one re
mark to guard against misapprehension. To say mn = o(s(n)), where s(n) oo 
as n —¥ oo, does not exclude that mn can be a bounded sequence. 

In order to prove general consistency of P^mn^ we need the next one-sided 
strong limit theorem for logarithms of high order spacings. 

Theorem 6 Let £i,.. .£n be a sequence of i.i.d . random var iables with densit y 
function fp 0, and let {ran} be a n ondecreasing se quence o f positive int egers su ch 
that m n = o(n/ log n). Then, for any finite union of intervals I and any fi
nite mea sure Q dominated by the Le besgue m easure fi, with fç(x) = and 
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FQ(X) = /foo fQ(x)dx, almost surely, 

" £l0g (Iw) ìFf>{
-
x)

' 

where Jj = {j : [£(j),£(j+m„)] Q 1,0 < j < n - mn + 1}. 

Proof. See Corollary 3 in Ekström (1997a). • 

Theorem 7 Let fi,...,fn be i.i.d. random var iables acc ording to PO in V,  a 
class of probability me asures on R dominated by the Le besgue me asure, and l et 
{mn} be a nondecreasing sequen ce of positive integers such that mn = o(n/log n). 
Then, under assump tions A3-A5, any sequence {/M mn)} is consistent, that is 
d(PJIMN\ PQ) ^4' 0 as n —> 00. 

As in the previous section it can be shown, under the conditions in the theorem 
above, and if in addition V \ V is a closed set, that a GMSP-estimator (i.e. 
a probability measure in V that maximizes (1) with m = mn) exists for all 
sufficiently large n, and that any GMSP-estimator is consistent. Moreover, as 
a parallel to Theorem 5, it can be shown that is L1-consistent for any 
unimodal distribution without any extra conditions. 

4 Proofs 
4.1 Proofs of results presented in section 2 
Before proving the first theorem some new n otation will be introduced and two 
useful lemmas will be given. For each i = 1,2,..., n, define, 

T ] i ( n )  = (n + 1) • "the distance from & to the nearest observation to the 
right of (this distance is defined as +00 if = majc ij) 

and, for each finite measure Q dominated by /x, with fç( x )  = ^(z) and FQ(X) = 
/-00 fQ{x)dx, 

«(!.,«) = (» +1) + (6)). 

Then, for P 6 P, 

StAP) = ^ÎÊ*((» + 1)(M{««))-M&)))) 

- £ *(Zi(n-p))+ ('" + 1)Fp( .?&*)) 
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Let Pmri de note the joint probability distribution of (£i,rçi(n)). By a conditioning 
on fi = s it is easily seen that 

P*n{x,y) = P.n(t 1 < XiVl(n) < y) 

/_ [l- (l- (fP O  (S + -JL-) - F*w)) ]/,WA if 0 < y < oo 

/ fp0(s)ds if y = oo . 
J—OO 

The density function pmn(x, y) of P»„(x, y) is given by 

, ^/ftW^+4î)(KM*+dr)~Fft(l))) if 0<!,<°° (3) 
if y = oo 

with respect to the measure A whi ch is the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
fi X v on R X and the Lebesgue measure /i on R x {+oo}. 

In Ekström (1994) it is shown (under the assumption that fp0(x) is right-
continuous /i-almost everywhere) that P*n converges weakly to P*, where 

P*(x,y) = [ (l - e~y/^"A fp0(u)du, y > 0. 
«/ —OO v 

' 

The density function p*(x, y) of P*(x,y) is given by 

p*(x> y) = fp0{x)e~vIp°(x) » y > o. 

Lemma 1. £i,...,£n be a sequence of i.i.d. random var iables with density 
function fp Q(•). Suppose, for a real valued measurable fun ction hn('y that there 
exists a constant C such that supn(r>y)eÄxß+|/in(:r,y)| < C,and suppose that 
E [/in (fiî7/1^))] = 0 for all n. Then 

1 n 
- h* (&» 7?«(n)) a~̂ '0 as n °°-
n i=i 

Proof The lemma follows by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma and the asymptotic 
behaviour of the fourth order moments of n~x ^n(£t? Vii71))- See Ekström (1996) 
for details. • 

Lemma 2 Let £i,...,£n be a sequence of i.i.d. random vari ables with density 
function fp0('). Then for any fin ite measure Q dominated by under assump
tions Az(i) and A^fii), the ran dom function 

V*,nW Q) = — è m a x ( 0 ,  * ( * ( n ,  Q)) - N) 
n + 1 i=1 

converges to zero for all eleme ntary events, uniformly in n, as N —^ oo (i.e. 
sup ̂ vmjv.Q)-•<>;. 
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Proof. See Lemma 2 in Ranneby and Ekström (1997). In Ranneby and Ekström 
it is assumed that Q is a probability measure, but it follows easily that the re
sult also holds for the more general case, when Q is a finite measure dominated 
by /x, as well. (In fact, the result holds for any finite measure Q on the real line.) • 

Proof of Theorem 1. For the case when ty(t) = log J, the lemma follows by the 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma and the fact that (see Pyke (1965)) 

{**(&>) - *H(£(;-d) = 1 < i < "+i} = £ % • i < i < »+i}> 

where {Zj}"*} is an i.i.d. sample from the standard exponential distribution. See 
Shao and Hahn (1995) for details. 

Next, assume that $(t), t > 0, is bounded from below, i.e. inf(>o ®(/) > —oo. 
Note that, for N > 0, 

-Ì- £ mi» (AT, »(«,(„, ft))) + < S t  A H )  
n + 1 jri n + 1 

< -—j-Ê min Po))) + +1} + (4) 
»+ 1 jrj n + 1 

where V«,n(N, P0) = (n + l)"1 £?=i max (0, ̂ (z^n, P0)) — N). By Lemma 1, 

(min(JV,\l>(zj(n,Po))) - £^min(jV,tf(zj(n,Po)))|) ^4*0 as n ->• oo. 

Furthermore by (3) and a change of variables, with z = Fp0(x) and w — (n + 
1 )(Fp0(x + y/(n+l))-FPo(x)), we have that 

*(*,-(«, P0)))] 

= / oo Jo min (^' * + ^ (Fp° (X + n+1) ~~ Fp° ) ) P*n^' yidydx 

+ + 1) (1 - FPo(x))))//%(«)Pfi,(»)n_1</« 

n(n+l)(l-z) n — 1 / w \n~2 , j 
m . n ( W , « ( » ) ) — ( l - — j  d w d z  

+ jf' min (N, 1((n + 1)(1 - 2)))*"'<fe 
too _ 
I min(N,ty(w))e~wdw as n-ï oo. (5) 

Jo 
Consequently, 

1 w roo 
Jiirn 53m'n(^'^(?)'(n>Po))) ='J min(N,*$(w))e~wdw 

roo 
—• I $(w)e~wdw eis N -* oo. 
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This result, together with the inequalities in (4) and Lemma 2, proves Theorem 
1. • 

Proof of Theo rem 2. Let Jj = {j : + r?j(n)/(n + 1)] Ç 1,1 < j < n} and 

-M if $(x) < -M 

tf(x) if -M < tf(x) < N 

N if N < V{x) 

Then 

IS. ïTî £ * ((n +11 (F«(&+I|) - f«M) 
< Em -i- £ *(*,(»,<?)) + 115 **(" •\1} 

n —• oo fl -f- I . _ j. n—foo 71 t* A ]€J t 

< lim lim —^M,w(2j(n,<2))+ îîm K.(JV,Q) 
A#—>oo n—>oo 72 -f* 1 . T/ n—foo 3€JX 

An application of Lem ma 1 yields 

1 n 

n + ^ (^M,;v(2j(ra> Q))hieJi} ~ 0 as n-> oo, 

and, by assumption A\ it follows as in (5) that, for j = 1, ...,n, 

£[tfM,w(2i(n,Q))/{j64}] JTJR+ ^M,N(yfQ( x))P*(x^ y)dydx. 

Moreover by Lemma 2 there exists such that 0 < supn>1 Vytn(Ny Q) < e at -» 0 
as N —» oo. Hence almost surely 

ÏÏm ïim —^M,N{zj{n, Q)) + îiïn Vn(N,Q) M —too n— • oo Tl -J- 1 . j, n-+ oo 

< lim I ^M,N(yfQÌx))P'(x^y)dydx + eN M-too JIJR+ 
< lim j ma,x(-M,^ (y fQ(x)))p^(x,y)dydx + £N M-too JTJR+ 
< / / y(yfQ(x))p*{x,y)dydx + eN J"I, J R~^ 

where the last inequality follows from Fatou's lemma. Letting N —> oo we obtain 
the desired result. • 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that P ^ P0, P £ V, and, without loss of gen
erality, that fnfji+y(y7p(x))p*(x,y)dydx > —oo holds. Then given e > 0 
there is a <y(e) > 0 such that for every set A, with PoM) < <£(s)> we have 
I/A JÄ+ y(yifp(x))p*{x,y)dydx\ < e. Moreover by assumption A& (see t he proof 
of Theorem 3.1 in Shao and Hahn (1996)), there exist for each <£(ér) a large posi
tive number M, a small number rM > 0 and a finite union of int ervals 1m such 
that PO(IM) < 0(e) and ffp(x}ru) < Af, for all x e xcM. 

Recall that for each P € V 

S*AP) = Ê * ((» +1) - *>(«»))) • 

Further, define for each Q e V\V, 

S^W)=.B55 sup 5»f„(P), 
r-foop6b(Qtr)nP 

where 6(Q, r) = {P : <f(P, Q) < r, P € V}. __ 
The next step is to show, for any fixed P ^ P0y P £ V, that there exists a 

function Tp(M) such that 

lim sup 5«,n(Q) < ïp(Af) -> [ I ^{yjp(x))p„(x1y)dydx as Af -* oo. 

To do this, limn_f<x> suPç€6(p,rM) ,n(Q) will be split into two parts. 
Define 

J M == {j : [^Ü)'^Ü+1)] ^ — 3 — n} 

and 

= {0,...,ra} \ JCM 

and let j\f be the number of elements in Jm- Then, by the law of large numbers, 
jhtln Pq{%m) as n —> OO. By the concavity of we get 

sup rzT *((n + !)(F<?(£o+i))-fQ ( ^ ) ) ) ]  »-*<» Qeb{P,rM)r\r n +1 jeJu \ \ J J 

< E5 -J-j- E *(^1 = as M - ï oo. 
»-»oo n + 1 jGj \ JM / \PO\1M)) 
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Moreover by Theorem 2 the following inequalities hold almost surely, 

Üm sup —J— loe ((" + !) (^«(fo+i)) - FQ(£U)))) 
»-K» Q&(P,rM)nP n +10cM K v " 

<  ï ï m  — 1 ° g f ( "  +  1 )  f(h+i) 9p(x,rM)dx\ 
n-foo n + 1 ̂  V '«(i) / 

< / / ®(yflfp(®,rAf))p,(a?,y)rfyda: Atf J«+ 
-IrJR+^ (y9P(X> ™^ Z{xerM> + * (w(*)) 7{®6Im}) P.(s, 

~ LSr^ (y7p^x^ 
By the monotone convergence theorem, the first double integral on the right hand 
side above decreases to fRfR+ $ {yip{x))p*{x, y)dydx, and by the dominated 
convergence theorem the second double integral tends to zero, as M —y oo. Note 
that by Jensen's inequality, 

< f iS(y)e~vdy JR+ 
= I f ${yfp0(x))pt(x,y)dydx. Jr JR+ 

Define 

Tp(M) = (ygp(x,rM))p*(x>y)dydx + P0(1M)% • 

Now, almost surely, 

lim sup Syin(Q) < Tp(M) -» / / ty(yyp(x))p*(x,y)dydx as M -> oo, n->°°Q€b(P,rM) JRJR+ 

which implies that there exist rp > 0 and tm > 0 so small such that 

ïïïn sup S*yn(Q) < I I ^ {yip{x))p^{x1y)dydx+ TP < / ^{y)e"vdy. 
71-+00 Q£b(P,rM) JRJR+ JR+ 

Next, since for each p > 0, V \ 6(Po5/>) is compact, there exist finitely many 
neighbourhoods 6(^1,7^6^,7*^) which cover V \ b(Po,p). Therefore, al
most surely, 

lim sup S<t,n(Q) < max ( f f (yiP,{x)) P*(x, y)dydx + rPi ) 
n-yoo Q £-p\b(P0,fi) \JrJR+ J 

< f <i>(y)e~vdy. <7 /Î+ 
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Thus by Theorem 1, for any asymptotic MSP estimator P»,n, the probability that 
suPfc>» d(Pig,k, Po) < P holds, te nds to 1 as n —»• oo, as was to be proved. • 

Proof of T heorem 5. Since all densities fp, P G V, are unimodal there exist num
bers Mp such that fp, P € V, is nondecreasing on (—oo, Mp) and nonincreasing 
on (Mp, oo). Without loss of gene rality it is assumed that Mp0 = 0. 

First we show that if the set {Mp} is unbounded there exists K > 0 such that 
the following inequality holds almost surely, 

lim sup S*,n ( P )  <  f  ty(y)e~vdy. (6) 
n - y o o  J Mp \ > K  

For each e > 0 there exists xo > 0 such that S(xQ) = dFp0 (x)+dFp0(i) < 
e. Let C > 0 and put K = xo(2C + 1). If |Mp| > K, then fp(x) < l/(2xoC) for 
x € [-xo,®o], and f" °Xo fp{x)dx < 1/C. 

Define J K = {j : |£(i+1)| > x0 or |£(i)| > x0,j = 0, ...,n}, Jfr = {0, ...,n} \ JK, 
and let jx denote the number of elements in Jk- Then, by the law of large 
numbers, jx/n ^4' S(zo) asn->oo. Moreover, by the concavity of V P, 

E m  s u p  — X )  *  ( ( «  +  l )  ( M M  -  * M £ ( j ) ) )  )  
» - • o o  \ M p \ > K  n  +  1  j e j K  \  \  / /  

<  M  — ° =  ^ ( ® o ) * ( J T T )  
n - f o o n  +  1 . - ,  \  J K  J  \S( X o )J 

and 

•'S. Ä ÎTÏ7 Z * ((n +11 (F'K«+,») - fpM) 

5 Jsi in ,5 * (c(n+i-»)) (I "{(lo))* U-jw)) • 

Consequently, almost surely, 

ÜÄmK* s' ap) -  { s k ) + (1 - { c ô ^ Ù  •  (7) 

Since ^(x0) < s it follows, by the assumptions on \I>, that lin^o ̂ (^o)^(l/^(^o)) = 
0 and limc^oo,c->o ^(1/(C(1 - £(zo)))) < fR+ $(y)e~vdy. Thus the right hand 
side of inequ ality (7) is less than /Ä+ $(y)e~ydy for e sufficiently small and C 
sufficiently large. Therefore the inequality (6) holds. 

The rest of the proof is identical to the corresponding part of the proof of 
Theorem 4.1 in Shao and Hahn (1996), where the special case = log* is 
considered. In their proof it is first assumed that fp0 has a unique mode Afp0, 
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and use is made of a metric d on unimodal densities, as introduced by Reiss (1973) 
by means of t he Lévy metric for monotone functions. Theorems 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 
and 2.17 of Reiss (1973) are also needed. The inequality (6) together with the 
results of Reiss (1973) justify the consideration of a compact subset of V when 
V is not compact with respect to d. On this compact (sub-) set Shao and Hahn 
show that assumptions A3-A5 are satisfied. The result then easily extends to the 
case when the mode of fp0 is not unique. The Ll convergence is a consequence 
of Theorem 2.17 of Reiss (1973)# • 

4.2 Proofs of results presented in section 3 
Proof of Theore m 7. The notation of th e proof of Theorem 3 will be used. 

First, suppose that P ^ Po, P € V, and without loss of generality that 
J^oooiog(jp(x)/fp0(x))dFp0(x) > -00 holds. Define 

K M = {i • [£(i)î £(j+"»n)] — — J~ 7Î —mn + l|, 
Km = {0,...,n-mn+l}\ KCM 

and let ICM be the number of elements in Ka/. Then by Theorem 6, almost surely, 

ïrm <3iin — V loo- ( ~ ^ 
QeHP,rM )nv  n \Fp0{Ç(j+mn)) - FPo((U))J 

1 ^ . ( 4r"n) 9p{*,rM)dx < lim - Yl loë n-+°o nj€^ \Fp 0 (Ç u + m „))  -  -Ppo^O))  

(8) 

Moreover there exists a positive constant C such that, almost surely, 

imi sup - £ log ( rQì!o+mn)? ~ 
n-+oo Q&(F,rM)nvn ̂ Km \Fp 0 (£ ( j + m n ) )  -  Fp 0 {Ç( j ) )J  

< IS - £ log ( jp ,£ mnlskM„ ,£ ,) 
n-foo n jeKM \FPo(tij+mn))-FPo(tU))) 

< -PO(1M) log PO(1M) + C\JPO(1M), (9) 

where the last inequality is shown in the proof of Theo rem 3 in Ekström (1997a). 
Define, for each P E V,  = S^R I N^(P) — 5^mn'(Po), and for each 

Q  E  V \ V ,  R { ™ N ) ( Q )  = ÏÏmr_K>suppet(Qr)npR^(P).  Then by (8)-(9) and by 
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the monotone and dominated convergence theorems, 

lim sup R^^iQ) 
n-foo Qeb(P ,rM) 

< jjc log dF*>(X) - Po(lM)\ogP0(lM) + C^T) 

/«log (tsst) < 0 M °°' 

where the last inequality follows from Jensen's inequality. Consistency can be 
established as in the proof of Th eorem 3. • 
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